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What started at the turn of the century as an effort to gain a day of recognition for the significant contributions 
the first Americans made to the establishment and growth of the U.S. has resulted in the designation of a 
whole month for that purpose. 

One of the very first proponents of a Native American Day was Dr. Arthur C. Parker, a Seneca Indian, who 
was the director of the Museum of Arts and Science in Rochester, N.Y. He persuaded the Boy Scouts of 
America to set aside a day for the “First Americans” and for three years they adopted such a day. In 1915, the 
annual Congress of the American Indian Association meeting in Lawrence, KS formally approved a plan 
concerning American Indian Day. This plan directed its president, Rev. Sherman Coolidge, an Arapahoe, to 
call upon the country to observe such a day. Rev. Coolidge issued a proclamation on Sept. 28, 1915, which 
declared the second Saturday of each May as an American Indian Day and contained the first formal appeal 
for recognition of Indians as citizens. 
 
The year before this proclamation was issued, Red Fox James, a Blackfoot Indian, rode horseback from state 
to state seeking approval for a day to honor Indians. On December 14, 1915, he presented the endorsements 
of 24 state governments at the White House. There is no record, however, of such a national day being 
proclaimed. 
 
The first Native American Day in a state was declared on the second Saturday in May 1916 by the governor 
of New York. Several states celebrated the fourth Friday in September. In Illinois, legislators enacted such a 
day in 1919. Presently, Indigenous People’s Day, formerly known as Columbus Day, is a federal holiday 
observed on the second Monday of October.  
 
In 1990 President George H. W. Bush approved a joint resolution, designating the month of November 1990 
“National American Indian Heritage Month.” Similar proclamations, using variants on the name (including 
“Native American Heritage Month” and “National American Indian and Alaska Native Heritage Month”) have 
been issued each year since 1994. 
 
 
 
 

 

About Native American Heritage Month 
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Coined Term 
When possible and if known, indigenous people should be referred to as belonging to a particular tribe. 
This, however, has not always been the common practice in the United States. 
The term “American Indian” was coined by the Columbus expedition when European explorers 
encountered human beings inhabiting the Antilles archipelago in 1492. For the first century of the 
United States, the term “American Indian” was used to denote indigenous people, while “Native 
American” was a term that Anglo-Saxon Protestants claimed for themselves during waves of European 
and East Asian immigration during the 19th century. 

During the Civil Rights movement in the 1960s indigenous people used the title Native American to 
remind the government of their existence in North American territory long before the establishment of 
the United States as a nation. This term, still used today interchangeably with “indigenous American,” 
excludes other indigenous people whose tribes have historically spanned across the present-day 
borders of Canada and Mexico. Thus, the most encompassing adjective to describe the native ethnicity 
is “indigenous,” but “Native American” is appropriate when describing the indigenous people living in 
what is now the United States. 

The Federal Register recognizes 573 separate tribal entities living in the United States today. The more 
populous tribes include Cherokee (729,000+), Navajo (298,000+), and Choctaw (158,000+), with the 
Ute (10,000+), Yakama (10,000+), and Cree (7,700+) listed among the less populous tribes. Some 
groups of indigenous people refer to themselves as a nation. A “people” can be used when referring to 
tribes that share the same language, have a similar culture, or inhabit the same geographic region of 
the continent.  Sources:  https://edsitement.neh.gov/teachers-guides/american-indian-history-and-
heritage 

Indigenous Heritage 
Long before Europeans, Africans, and Asians settled in North America, sovereign societies shared the 
continent through complex and frequently negotiated networks of alliances, confederacies, 
intermarriages, treaties, and trade agreements. 

The ancestors of American Indians, Alaska Natives and Native Hawaiians were indigenous to the lands 
that have since become the United States.  There are many diverse tribes and ethnic groups with 
distinct languages, customs, and traditions. Like most civilizations, periods of peace and prosperity 
were disrupted by periods of violence, warfare, and disease. Through times of stability and upheaval, 
these groups preserved their collective histories and memories through rich oral traditions. 

By the 1500s, indigenous peoples discovered that new groups of foreigners were exploring and 
claiming tribal lands. As European explorers made their way across the continent, they established 
trading posts, missions, churches, and settlements that altered the land long used by native peoples. 
These sites are not solely remnants of European exploration.  They were also the sites of important 
cross-cultural encounters. 

French traders built posts throughout the Lower Mississippi Valley. In the late 1600s, Henri de Tonti 
established one such settlement called the Poste de Arkansas to more easily trade with local native 
peoples, such as the Quapaw Indian village of Osoturoy. Today, visitors at the Arkansas Post National 
Memorial can begin to glimpse a shared space where these cultures met, clashed, and converged. 

 
 

 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/02/01/2019-00897/indian-entities-recognized-by-and-eligible-to-receive-services-from-the-united-states-bureau-of
https://www.cherokee.org/
http://www.navajo-nsn.gov/
http://www.choctaw.org/
http://www.utetribe.com/
http://www.yakamanation.org/
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https://edsitement.neh.gov/teachers-guides/american-indian-history-and-heritage
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While many may know Alcatraz as the historic, notorious island prison in the San Francisco Bay, 
few may know that it was home to a 19-month occupation by Native American activists spanning 
from 1969 – 1971. Ever since Alcatraz closed in 1963, activists had been lobbying to redevelop the 
unused land as a Native American cultural center and school. The island was largely viewed as a 
symbol of government indifference toward the indigenous population.  

In November of 1969, several Native American protestors sailed across the bay at night to claim 
“the Rock” for all tribes of North America. Disregarding the potential illegality of their actions, they 
moved into the guards’ quarters and began graffitiing buildings around the complex with messages 
like “Peace and Freedom” and “Custer Had It Coming.” 

At some points during the occupation, the population of the island grew to more than 600 people. 
The activists established a clinic, kitchen, public relations department, and a school for their 
children. The mockingly named “Bureau of Caucasian Affairs” group patrolled the shoreline of the 
island, scouting for any intruders. 

The movement even gained support outside of the island. Other activists provided supplies in the 
form of canned goods, clothing, and monetary donations, and sent visitors to Alcatraz from a 
mainland base at Pier 40. Celebrities like Anthony Quinn, Jane Fonda, and Merv Griffin showed 
their support by visiting the island.    

Sadly, by early 1970, many of the college students in the movement had to leave Alcatraz to return 
to school. The population of the island began to change, as Native American activists were replaced 
by freelance photographers and others who were more interested in a free place to stay than in 
supporting the movement. Following a large fire that destroyed several historic buildings on the 
island and President Nixon’s administration cutting all power to Alcatraz in 1971, the last 13 activists 
were removed by federal marshals.  Although the occupation of Alcatraz eventually came to an end, 
it inspired many other occupations and protests across the country in places like Plymouth Rock, 
Mount Rushmore and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Some government officials started 
acknowledging Native American self-determination, and then U.S. President Nixon expressed that 
“the time has come…for a new era in which the Indian future is determined by Indian acts and 
Indian decisions.”  

50 years later, Native Americans still suffer from living in squalid conditions and high alcoholism and 
addiction rates on reservations, while the government and general population have ignore their 
cries for help for these problems and help in finding their missing women, a tragic problem on 
reservations. This nation has a long way to go to rectify the wrongs committed against all Native 
populations who first resided on this land. This month, may we celebrate their beautiful culture and 
never forget their devastating history.                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Source: https://www.history.com/news/native-american-activists-occupy-alcatraz-island-45-years-
ago  

 

 

 

 

 

The American Revolutionary War (1776-1783) disrupted established patterns of alliances and trade 
between European settlers and indigenous peoples. Fort Stanwix National Monument in New York 
highlights the trials the Six Nations Confederacy —comprised of the Seneca, Cayuga, Mohawk, 
Oneida, Onondaga, and Tuscarora—endured during the war. While most members believed an 
alliance with the English would prevent Americans from further encroaching on their lands, the 
Oneida and Tuscarora threw their support behind rebelling colonists, serving as scouts, guides, and 
even as continental soldiers. When England and the United States signed the Treaty of Paris (1783) 
at Fort Stanwix, neither nation made provisions for their Six Nations allies. While the revolution 
brought peace and liberty for the new American republic, the Six Nations survived with a dismantled 
confederacy and devastated lands and villages. 

After the colonies won their independence, the United States steadily extended its borders 
westward and indigenous peoples struggled to retain their autonomy and cultural identities. 
Conflicts arose between American Indians and others -- especially ranchers and homesteaders --
over land and border disputes. Tribes adopted various strategies of survival. Some tribes signed 
peace treaties with the U.S. government or land agents in an attempt to retain their ancestral lands. 
Others held on to their lands through armed resistance—with devastating losses for all parties 
involved. 

During the early 1800s, the early republic sought to address European American settlers’ demands 
for more land. President Andrew Jackson’s Indian Removal Act (1830) forced American Indian 
peoples remaining in the eastern states to relocate west of the Mississippi river. Between 1830 and 
1850, approximately 100,000 people lost their homes. In 1838, the U.S. government forced over 
16,000 Cherokee people from their lands in North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee to 
current-day Oklahoma. The Cherokee suffered devastating losses during their resettlement west—
nearly 5,000 people perished due to the forced relocation in the journey known as the Trail of Tears.  

As national borders reached the Pacific Coast, the U.S. government adopted a series of policies 
that sought to “Americanize” and “civilize” American Indians. During the 1800s, policymakers, social 
reformers, and religious groups developed programs to force minority groups to adopt European 
American cultural practices. They outlawed indigenous religious ceremonies and developed 
homesteading programs. Boarding schools, such as the Pipestone Indian School Superintendent’s 
House in Minnesota, taught American Indian children the English language and Christian faith. 
These policies caused an irreparable loss of indigenous languages, tribal customs, and ancestral 
lands. Opponents of such forced assimilation would spend much of the 1900s attempting to reverse 
many of these policies and preserve traditions for younger generations. 

Indigenous people carried their struggles for both legal equality and political sovereignty into the 
twentieth century. During the Civil Rights Movement, activists founded the American Indian 
Movement (AIM) to address Native sovereignty, education, inadequate housing, unemployment, 
racism, and police harassment. On November 9, 1969, Mohawk Indian Richard Oakes and a group 
of supporters symbolically reclaimed Alcatraz Island in the San Francisco Bay for native people and 
brought national attention to American Indians’ demands for self-determination. Activists occupied 
the island for 19 months before a group of armed federal marshals, FBI agents, and Special Forces 
police halted the occupation on June 10, 1971. During the following months, the U.S. government 
officially reversed its long-held policy of the termination of native tribes and affirmed its commitment 
to American Indian self-determination. The occupation galvanized a political movement that 
continues today. 

As our nation’s storyteller, the National Park Service is committed to telling all Americans’ stories. 
By working closely with tribal leaders, National Park Service historians, archaeologists, historians 
and anthropologists interpret some of these diverse histories for all Americans. Find these stories in 
our national parks and historic sites.   

Sources:   https://www.nps.gov/articles/taas-indigenousheritage-intro.htm 
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https://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/pipestone/sup.htm
https://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/pipestone/sup.htm
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It is critical to recognize the Bay Area’s Indigenous populations, past and present. Despite the 
atrocities of colonization and genocide, Native communities persist today and are active in efforts to 
preserve and revive their culture. According to the U.S. Census, the Indigenous population in the Bay 
Area is 18,500 strong and is projected to grow over the next few decades. 

The Ohlone are the predominant Indigenous group of the Bay Area, including the Chochenyo and the 
Karkin in East Bay, the Ramaytush in San Francisco, the Yokuts in South Bay and Central Valley, and 
the Muwekma tribe throughout the region. Other Indigenous groups include the Graton Rancheria 
community (Coast Miwok and Southern Pomo), Kashaya, Patwin, and Mishewal Wappo in the North 
Bay, and the Bay Miwok in the East Bay. The arrival of Spanish explorers and missionaries in the late 
1700s was the first major threat to Ohlone existence and culture as a result of forced cultural and 
religious assimilation, exposure to European diseases, and harsh and unsanitary living conditions. 
When California became part of the Union in 1850, after the Mexican-American War, the state 
government sanctioned the mass genocide of Indigenous populations by local militia in the wake of 
the Gold Rush. By 1852, there were less than 1,000 Ohlone remaining, a 90 percent loss from their 
pre-colonial era population numbers. By the 1880s, the Bay Area Ohlone population was dramatically 
reduced. 

The latter half of the 20th century saw many different tribes from across the country coming to the Bay 
Area as one of the several relocation sites where the U.S. government promised, and failed to deliver 
on, training, housing, and jobs as part of the Indian Relocation Act. The Bay Area has since become 
one of the largest populations of Intertribal Indians in the country with people coming from 
communities in the Southwest, Great Plains, and Eastern Woodlands areas. Now, California is home 
to close to 200 tribes with only 109 of them recognized by the U.S. federal government. The 
displacement of Native Americans from their reservations into the region led to the creation in 1955 of 
the oldest urban Indian community center, Intertribal Friendship House, in Oakland, which provided a 
community for Indigenous people to seek each other out and access social services. The Intertribal 
Friendship House continues to exist today in Oakland. 

Reclaiming Land, Reviving Culture 

Today, Native American advocacy groups are advancing land preservation efforts and public 
education on Indigenous history and rectification. Key efforts include: 

• Emeryville Shellmound Prayer Gathering. On Friday afternoon after Thanksgiving every year 
hundreds of people gather to pray, remember, and educate the public about the destruction of the 
largest of all 425 Shellmounds that once ringed the Bay Area. Once a vital ceremonial and funerary 
site of the Ohlone people, the corner of Ohlone Way and Shellmound St in Emeryville is now the Bay 
Street Mall. 

• Federal Acknowledgment. Some Native American communities have petitioned for federal 
acknowledgment of their tribe, which would allow them access to health, housing, and education 
benefits, among others. While these services would be a great benefit to communities, the application 
process has been described as onerous and costly, and the vast majority of petitions are denied. 

 

Indigenous Populations in the Bay Area 

 



 

 

 

Annie Dodge Wauneka (1910-1997)  
Annie Doge Wauneka was an influential member of the Navajo 
Nation and member of the Navajo Nation Council. As a 
member and three term head of the council's Health and 
Welfare Committee, she worked to improve the health and 
education of the Navajo. Wauneka is widely known for her 
countless efforts to improve health on the Navajo Nation, 
focusing mostly on the eradication of tuberculosis within her 
nation. She also authored a dictionary, which translated English 
medical terms into the Navajo language. She was awarded the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom in 1963 by Lyndon B. Johnson 
as well as the Indian Council Fire Achievement Award and the 
Navajo Medal of Honor. She also received an honorary 
doctorate in Humanities (public health) from the University of 
New Mexico. In 2000, Wauneka was inducted into the National 
Women's Hall of Fame. 

 

 

 

 
 

Native Americans that Made History 

 

• Indigenous Peoples Day and the Take-Over of Alcatraz Island. On November 20, 1969, a 
group of Native American activists (“Indians of All Tribes”) and their families occupied the island of 
Alcatraz in the San Francisco Bay in protest of the government’s historical treatment of Native 
people and to reclaim and reestablish their rights to land in the Bay Area. (Read more about this 
in the article below.) The occupation lasted for nineteen months until the Nixon administration cut 
all power to the island. To this day, Alcatraz serves as a place of activism for Native Americans. 
For example, each year on Alcatraz Island, the International Indian Treaty Council (IITC) 
organizes and sponsors an Indigenous Peoples' Thanksgiving Sunrise Gathering, a celebration of 
Native American culture and activism. In October, IITC also organizes a gathering for Indigenous 
Peoples Day to commemorate Indigenous resistance and for collective healing. 

• Shellmound Preservation. Indian People Organizing for Change (IPOC) is a Bay Area 
organization working toward social and environmental justice. IPOC advocates for the 
preservation of Shellmounds, Indigenous villages and burial sites, many of which have been 
leveled, destroyed and paved over to allow for new development.  

Source:  https://bayareaequityatlas.org/about/indigenous-populations-in-the-bay-area 
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John Bennett Herrington (1958- )                                          
John Herrington was born in Wetumka, Oklahoma, into the 
Chickasaw Nation. He is a retired United States Naval Aviator, 
engineer and former NASA astronaut. Herrington was the first 
Native American to go to and walk in space and was part of the 
16th shuttle mission to the International Space Station in 2002.  
According to the Indian Educational Fund, he commemorated his 
heritage in space. He carried six eagle feathers, a braid of sweet 
grass, two arrowheads, and the Chickasaw Nation’s flag. 
Herrington was inducted into the Chickasaw Hall of Fame in 
2002.He earned his PhD in Education from the University of 
Idaho in 2014. In 2017, Herrington was inducted into the 
International Air & Space Hall of Fame at the San Diego Air & 
Space Museum. In 2018, he became one of the inductees in the 
first induction ceremony held by the National Native American 
Hall of Fame.   
 

 

 

Mary Golda Ross (1908 –2008) 
Mary Golda Ross is known as the first known Native 
American female engineer, and the first female 
engineer in the history of Lockheed. She was one of the 
40 founding engineers of the renowned and highly 
secretive Skunk Works project at Lockheed 
Corporation.  
Ross was born in the small town of Park Hill, 
Oklahoma, the second of five children of William 
Wallace and Mary Henrietta Moore Ross. When she 
was 16, Ross enrolled in Northeastern State Teachers' 
College in Tahlequah. She earned a bachelor's degree 
in mathematics in 1928, at age 20.   She received a 
master's degree from the Colorado State Teachers 
College in Greeley in 1938 taking "every astronomy 
class they had."  

Ross taught math and science in rural Oklahoma 
schools for nine years, mostly during the Great Depression. At age 28, she took the civil service 
examination to work for the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) in Washington, D.C., as a statistical clerk. In 
1937, she was reassigned as an advisor to girls at the Santa Fe Indian School, an American Indian 
boarding school in Santa Fe, New Mexico. In August 1938 she completed requirements for her 
master's degree from New Colorado State College of Education at Greeley; she had attended classes 
in summers while she was a teacher. She moved to California in 1941 to seek work after the US joined 
World War II, on the advice of her father.  
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Ross was hired as a mathematician by Lockheed in 1942. While there, she began working on the 
effects of pressure on the Lockheed P-38 Lightning. The P-38 was one of the fastest airplanes 
designed at the time: it was the first military airplane to fly faster than 400 mph (640 km/h) in level 
flight. Ross helped to solve numerous design issues involved with high-speed flight and issues of 
aeroelasticity. Although Ross preferred working on topics surrounding interplanetary spaceflight, she 
later said that "If I had mentioned it in 1942, my credibility would have been questioned."  
"Often at night there were four of us working until 11 p.m.," she recalled later. "I was the pencil 
pusher, doing a lot of research. My state of the art tools were a slide rule and a Friden computer.” 
After the war, Lockheed sent her to UCLA for a professional certification in engineering. "She studied 
mathematics for modern engineering, aeronautics and missile and celestial mechanics." It was 
unusual for a company that hired a woman for work during the war to keep that woman once the war 
ended; "Gold" Ross continued to work for Lockheed.  
In 1952, she joined Lockheed's Advanced Development Program at the then-secret Skunk Works, 
where she worked on "preliminary design concepts for interplanetary space travel, crewed and un-
crewed earth-orbiting flights, the earliest studies of orbiting satellites for both defense and civilian 
purposes." She worked on the Agena rocket project, and on preliminary design concepts for flyby 
missions to Venus and Mars. Most of the theories and papers that emerged from the group, 
including those by Ross, are still classified. As she told her alma mater's newspaper in the 1990s, 
"We were taking the theoretical and making it real." One of Ross' seminal roles was as one of the 
authors of the NASA Planetary Flight Handbook Vol. III, about space travel to Mars and Venus.  
 
She worked at Lockheed from 1942 until her retirement in 1973, where she was best remembered 
for her work on aerospace design – including the Agena Rocket program – as well as numerous 
"design concepts for interplanetary space travel, crewed and un-crewed Earth-orbiting flights, the 
earliest studies of orbiting satellites for both defense and civilian purposes." In 2018, she was 
chosen to be depicted on the 2019 Native American $1 Coin by the U.S. Mint celebrating American 
Indians in the space program. 

Source:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_G._Ross 

 

Fred Begay (1932 –2013) 
Fred Begay also Fred Young or Clever Fox, was a 
Navajo/Ute  nuclear physicist. Begay was born in Towaoc, 
Colorado on the Ute Mountain Indian Reservation. His work 
was in the alternative use of laser, electron and ion beams 
to heat thermonuclear plasmas for use as alternative 
energy sources.  

He was the son of Joy Lopez (Navajo, Ute) and Hosteen 
Begay (Navajo). Fred Begay was only six when his mother 
and father, both Navajo healers, began teaching him the 
songs of the Blessingway ceremony.  Begay spoke both 
Indian languages from his mother and father but did not 
learn English until age 10, when he attended a Bureau of 
Indian Affairs school in Ignacio, Colorado. The teachers 
there trained him to be a farmer until he turned 18. 
After graduating, he enlisted in the Army and went to fight in the Korean War. Fred served in 
the US Air Force during 1951-1955 and was assigned to an air-rescue squadron in Korea. In 
1952, he married Helen Smith from Shiprock. When he came home in 1955, he returned to his 
mother's 30-acre farm with the intention of growing corn and raising children. Helen and Fred 
Begay had seven children: Fred Jr., Joyce, William, Janet, Terry, Christina, and Carolyn.  
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Begay attended the University of New Mexico (UNM), where he earned a bachelor's degree in 
math and science in 1961. He got master's degree in physics in 1963 and a doctorate in 
nuclear physics in 1971. He joined the physics staff of Los Alamos National Laboratory. He 
was also part of a NASA-funded space physics research team at UNM to conduct 
fundamental studies on the origin of high energy gamma rays and solar neutrons from 1960-
1963 and again from 1965-1972. He held research and teaching fellowships at Stanford 
University and the University of Maryland. Begay also had a tenure of nearly 30 years in the 
Los Alamos National Laboratory's laser program.  

 
While many may know Alcatraz as the historic, notorious island prison in the San Francisco Bay, few may 
know that it was home to a 19-month occupation by Native American activists spanning from 1969 – 1971. 
Ever since Alcatraz closed in 1963, activists had been lobbying to redevelop the unused land as a Native 
American cultural center and school. The island was largely viewed as a symbol of government 
indifference toward the indigenous population.  

In November of 1969, several Native American protestors sailed through the bay at night to claim “The 
Rock” for all tribes of North America. Disregarding the potential illegality of their actions, they moved into 
the guards’ quarters and began painting buildings around the complex with messages like “Peace and 
Freedom” and “Custer Had It Coming.” 

At some points during the occupation, the population of the island grew to more than 600 people. The 
activists established a clinic, kitchen, public relations department, and a school for their children. The 
mockingly named “Bureau of Caucasian Affairs” patrolled the shoreline of the island, scouting for any 
intruders. 

The movement even gained support outside of the island. Other activists provided supplies in the form of 
canned goods, clothing, and monetary donations, and sent visitors to Alcatraz from a mainland base at 
Pier 40. Celebrities like Anthony Quinn, Jane Fonda, and Merv Griffin showed their support by visiting the 
island.    

Sadly, by early 1970, many of the college students in the movement had to leave Alcatraz to return to 
school. The population of the island began to change, as Native American activists were replaced by 
freelance photographers and others who were more interested in a free place to stay than in supporting 
the movement. Following a large fire that destroyed several historic buildings on the island and President 
Nixon’s administration cutting all power to Alcatraz in 1971, the last 13 activists were removed by federal 
marshals. 

Although the occupation of Alcatraz eventually came to an end, it inspired many other occupations and 
protests across the country in places like Plymouth Rock, Mount Rushmore and the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs. Some government officials started acknowledging Native American self-determination, and even 
President Nixon expressed that “the time has come…for a new era in which the Indian future is 
determined by Indian acts and Indian decisions.”  

50 years later, Native Americans still suffer from living in squalid conditions on reservations while the 
government and general population ignore their cries for help in finding their missing women. This nation 
has a long way to go to rectify the wrongs committed against all Native populations who first resided on 
this land. This month, may we celebrate their beautiful culture and never forget their devastating history.    

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Source: https://www.history.com/news/native-american-activists-occupy-alcatraz-island-45-years-ago  

 

  Native American Activist Occupation of Alcatraz 
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American Indian Wild Rice Sauté with Sweet Potato 
A nourishing and special dish from an award-winning Native American chef 

 
Prep Time   15 mins 
Cook Time  1 hr 
Potato Roasting Time  1 hr 30 mins 
Ingredients 

• 2 tablespoons olive oil 
• 1 medium yellow onion, diced 
• 8 cloves garlic, peeled 
• 2 cups white mushrooms, cleaned and sliced (about 10 ounces) 
• 2 cups brown cremini mushrooms, cleaned and sliced 
• ½ cup dried tart cherries or dried cranberries 
• ½ cup fresh or frozen corn kernels 
• 2 cups cooked wild rice (from about 3/4 cups dried) 
• salt and pepper, to taste 
• 4 tablespoons fresh green scallions, finely sliced (about 3 to 4 scallions) 
• Roasted sweet potatoes, to serve (optional)  

 
 
Instructions 
1. Cook the wild rice according to the package directions. This will take about an hour. 
2. While the rice cooks, heat a small skillet over medium-high heat until hot. Add the garlic cloves and 

cook until they start to blacken. Toss and lightly blacken on all sides. remove from heat and place into 
a small bowl to cool. Once the garlic cloves are cooled, finely chop them. 

3. Heat a medium- to large-sized pan. Add the olive oil and add the onions and sauté, stirring for 4 
minutes to prevent burning. Add the blackened garlic and sauté for 2 more minutes, stirring constantly 
to prevent burning. Add the mushrooms and cook, stirring, for 4 to 6 minutes. Add the dried cherries 
or cranberries and stir. Cook for another few minutes and then add the corn kernels. Stir and cook for 
an additional 1 to 2 minutes. Add the cooked rice, salt, and pepper. Stir for two minutes more, until 
completely hot.  

4. Remove from heat, garnish with fresh sliced scallions, and serve immediately.  
 

This wild rice sauté can be served on its own, or over a roasted, halved sweet potatoes that have been 
drizzled with a mixture of 1 cup maple syrup, juice of 1 lime, and 2 teaspoons mild to medium chili 
powder. 

 

Native American Recipe-Back to the Land 

 



 

 

Día de los Muertos, or Day of the Dead 
(November 2, 2021), is not another version of 
Halloween.  The two celebrations differ greatly 
in traditions and tone. Halloween is a dark night 
of terror and mischief; Day of the Dead 
festivities unfold over two days, with a lot of 
color and life-affirming joy. The theme is death, 
but the point is to demonstrate love and respect 
for deceased family members. Día de los 
Muertos is celebrated throughout Latin America.  
Celebrations include makeup and costumes, 
parades, parties, singing and dance all done as 
offerings to lost loved ones.  The rituals are 
filled with symbolic meaning.  

Day of the Dead originated several thousand years ago with the Aztec, Toltec, and other 
Nahua people, who considered mourning the dead disrespectful. It is a holiday to celebrate 
both life and death.  

In these pre-Hispanic cultures, death was a natural step in life’s continuum. The dead were 
still considered members of the community, kept alive in memory and spirit—and during Día 
de los Muertos they temporarily returned to Earth. Today’s Día de los Muertos is a 
combination of pre-Hispanic religious rites and Catholic feasts. It takes place on November 1 
and 2 — All Saints’ Day and All Souls’ Day on the Catholic calendar. 

Altars 
The centerpiece of the celebration is an altar, or 
ofrenda, built in private homes and cemeteries. 
These aren’t altars for worshipping; rather, 
they’re meant to welcome spirits back to the 
realm of the living.  Altars are loaded with 
offerings—water to quench thirst after the long 
journey, food, family photos, and a candle for 
each dead relative. If one of the spirits is a child, 
you might find small toys on the altar.  
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Orange marigolds are the main flowers used to decorate the altars. Scattered from altar to gravesite, 
marigold petals guide wandering souls back to their place of rest.  

Visiting ancestors may work up an appetite traveling from the spirit world back to the realm of the living. 
Some families place their dead loved one’s favorite meal, snacks or drinks on the altar. 

Pan de muerto, or bread of the dead, is a typical sweet bread (pan dulce), often featuring anise seeds and 
decorated with bones and skulls made from dough. The bones might be arranged in a circle, as in the 
circle of life. Tiny dough teardrops symbolize sorrow.  

Source: https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/article/top-ten-day-of-dead-mexico  

 

Diwali, the Indian “festival of lights” celebrated on November 4th, is a holiday that celebrates the 
triumph of good over evil. Though technically religious, it’s also become a cultural event in North 
America that is celebrated with sweets and special foods. Learn about Diwali, when it occurs, 
and common traditions! 

What is Diwali?  
Diwali (also called Divali or Deepavali) is a 
“festival of lights” that celebrates the 
triumph of light over dark and good over 
evil, and the blessings of victory, freedom, 
and enlightenment.  
The name comes from the Sanksrit word 
dipavali, meaning “row of lights.” On the 
night of Diwali, celebrants light dozens of 
candles and clay lamps (called diyas), 
placing them throughout their homes and 
in the streets to light up the dark night.  
In most of India, Diwali consists of a five-
day celebration that peaks on the third day 
with the main celebration of Diwali. In other 
places where Diwali occurs, usually only 
the main day is celebrated. 
 
 

 
 

 

 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/article/top-ten-day-of-dead-mexico


 

Who Celebrates Diwali? 
Diwali is primarily celebrated by followers of the Hindu, Sikh, and Jain faiths. However, the holiday is 
celebrated throughout India, Singapore, and several other South Asian countries as a national holiday, 
meaning that people outside these religions may participate in Diwali celebrations, too. Hindu, Sikh, and 
Jain communities in the United Kingdom, United States, Australia, and elsewhere around the globe also 
regularly celebrate Diwali. 

When is Diwali?               
 
Diwali occurs annually in autumn (or spring, in the southern hemisphere), during the Hindu month of 
Kartik.  (To put it in Western terms, Kartik begins around mid-October and ends in mid-November.) 
Specifically, Diwali occurs on the darkest day of the lunar month, which is the day of the new Moon.  
 
Diwali Traditions and Customs   
 
Because Diwali is celebrated by so many people worldwide, traditions are diverse, though there are a few 
common themes, including the lighting of candles and the gathering of families.  The main celebration of 
Diwali takes place on the day of the new Moon, when the sky is at its darkest, so a big part of the 
celebration revolves around light. Candles, clay lamps, and oil lanterns are lit and placed throughout the 
home, in the streets, in areas of worship, and floated on lakes and rivers. Fireworks are also set off on the 
night of Diwali—said by some to ward off evil spirits. 
Another central theme of Diwali is family. Wearing their best new clothes, families gather to eat sweets 
and other special foods, light diyas (decorative oil lamps), and pray for their ancestors. Businesses are 
generally closed (or close early) on Diwali to allow workers to celebrate with their families. 
The feast can be quite extravagant, with the table filled with special dishes and sweets.  

Diwali in India     
 
In much of India, Diwali consists of five days of celebrations rather than just one.  
 

 
A specially-made clay lamp, called a diya, lit for Diwali. 

 

The second day is spent preparing or buying special food (especially sweets, called mithai), as well as 
praying for the spirits of ancestors in the afterlife. 
On the third day—the main day of Diwali—families gather and celebrate by lighting lanterns and candles 
in their homes and in the streets, and by shooting off fireworks! (In southern India, the second day is the 
main day of celebration, rather the third.) 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Traditions of the fourth day vary, but a common theme is the bond between husband and wife, so 
husbands will often buy their spouses gifts to celebrate. 
The fifth day focuses on the bond between siblings, specifically between brother and sister. 
Source: https://www.almanac.com/content/diwali 

 

 
Veterans Day is celebrated every year in the United States on November 11th. It was first celebrated in 
1919, the first anniversary of the end of World War I, which was referred to as “the war to end all wars.”  It 
was originally called “Armistice Day” (it changed names to Veterans Day in 1954) and in 1926, Congress 
passed a resolution for an annual observance; it became a national holiday in 1938.  Unlike Memorial 
Day, Veterans Day pays tribute to all American Veterans—living or dead—but especially gives thanks to 
living Veterans who served their country honorably during war or peacetime. 
Great Britain, France, Australia and Canada also commemorate the veterans of World War I and World 
War II on or near November 11th: Canada has Remembrance Day, while Britain has Remembrance 
Sunday (the second Sunday of November).  
Please join us this November 11th to honor all our American Veterans who gave so much for our country. 

 
 

 

Thank you for reading! 

https://www.almanac.com/content/diwali
https://www.almanac.com/content/diwali
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